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As an important part of the national economy and information society,
information technology education is an important symbol of modern education, is to
build a modern national education system to meet the inherent requirements of a
learning society formed, but also to promote modern educational concepts, teaching
mode, teaching content and teaching methods comprehensive, innovative inevitable
requirement.
University Educational Information Management Technology is the main way
to improve office efficiency , with the rapid development of China's higher education,
university enrollment in scope and intensity gradually increased , more and more
students into the school , the rapid expansion of the scale of college , all students the
amount of information grow exponentially. These changes make the task more
difficult higher education administration, not only because of growth in the amount
of information increases the workload has also increased the difficulty and
complexity of the work, according to the traditional management model, relying on
limited staff has been unable to meet existing work demands, higher education
management information has become an urgent requirement of teaching
management modernization.
Welcome management system designed to improve the status of work relies on
manual registration , manual calculation , artificial statistics , improve management
efficiency , reduce the workload of academic staff , so that every newly enrolled
students no longer need to carry out the formalities and tired to run around . System
through the use of existing network collaboration platform for colleges and
universities, will participate in a unified coordination between the various
departments and student orientation, so that the various departments can more
effectively manage and supervise the orientation work, improve work efficiency.
This paper are now the status quo through the work of the Art Institute of
welcome were analyzed to design and develop the Art Institute Orientation















the system, standardize the work of the Art Institute of welcome, welcome to provide
efficient work. The system is based on J2EE architecture based on the use of open
source technology S2SH three-tier architecture project development, the use of open
source MYSQL database system on the database selection.
This paper first discusses project development in the use of related technologies,
including aspects of thinking and realize MVC three-tier model, S2SH develop
technical architecture Struts2, Spring, Hibernate three open source framework and
databases do intensive research and analysis, and detailed discusses the actual needs
of the project, and according to the needs of the design and implementation of
management systems orientation.
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迎新管理系统选择 B/S 的架构，开发技术上采用 J2EE 的框架来实现，主要
采用 Struts2、Hibernate 和 Spring 技术。



































B/S 架构是指浏览器/服务器结构。Browser 指的是：Web 浏览器，该架构
中的主要特点是少数事务逻辑在前端实现，主要事务逻辑在服务器端实现。如
图 2-2 所示。
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